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How to Predict the Exact Number

FACT or FICTION?

YOU DECIDE ...

By Kimo Li
The Roulette Formula: How to Predict the Exact Number, Kimo Li, Trafford Publishing, 2005, 1412075947, 9781412075947, 152 pages. The book contains never before published roulette information: a revolutionary map of the American roulette wheel head called the Global Pie. The Global Pie Method is an innovative system for memorizing the numbers on the roulette wheel head, used to track ball movement without looking at the roulette wheel head. The roulette table layout reveals ingenious layout strategies using six-pack concepts, and the elusive formula that was used to determine the number sequence of the roulette wheel head. The Global Pie Method offers a universal language and lingoes. Terms like the "Nuking," "Bow Tie-ing," and "Doing a Hemi" all describe specific ball movements. Other terms define multiple Global Pie strategies: Phoenix, Pendulum, Arrowhead, Hugs and Kisses, Boomerang, Four-Leaf Clover, Clover XXX, and Numbered Partners. These Global Pie strategies rely on innovative section characteristics to enhance betting strategies and limit the amount wagered to maximize optimum return. The Global Star System is an independent system designed to track numbers evenly throughout the roulette wheel head. Several Global Star strategies emerge as a result of combining individual stars together: Helicopter, Numbered Partners, Sum Connectors, and Pinwheel. When combined, the Global Pie Method and the Global Star System, produces a strategy called the Eclipse. The Eclipse is designed to track specific numbers that are due to come in. More importantly, when a Global Pie merges with a Global Star the exact number is revealed.
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The System Is the Key at Roulette A Practical Guide to Interpreting Occult Patterns and Winning at Casino Gaming, V. I. Brown, 2009, Games, 268 pages. The System Is The Key At Roulette Herein all aspects of roulette are explained, from the basic rules to the decorum which one should expect and adhere when gaming at roulette ....

American Roulette How I Turned the Odds Upside Down---My Wild Twenty-Five-Year Ride Ripping Off the World's Casinos, Richard Marcus, Nov 8, 2004, Biography & Autobiography, 384 pages. An analysis of the culture of gambling from an insider's perspective follows the author's travels alongside some of the world's greatest casino cheaters to such locations as ....

Roulette Odds and Profits The Mathematics of Complex Bets, Catalin Barboianu, Jan 11, 2008, Games, 212 pages. Continuing his series of books on the mathematics of gambling, the author shows how a simple-rule game such as roulette is suited to a complex mathematical model whose ....

Cracking the Roulette Wheel The System & Story of the CPA Who Cracked the Roulette Wheel, Patrick Austin, Apr 16, 2010, , 144 pages. In this revised & updated edition of his bestselling book Winning Money, Patrick Austin expands on and adds to his already proven strategies that can be used in casinos ....

Racing Numerology A Standard System of the Science of Numbers Applied to Horse Racing, Mozan, Jan 1, 1998, Games, 90 pages. A Standard System of the Science of Numbers Applied to Horse Racing This system for finding the winners of horse racing is based on the Science of Numbers and is therefore ....

Roulette Playing to Win, Brett Morton, Oct 30, 2004, , 270 pages. Roulette is a percentage game, and winning occasionally is simple. The aim is to win consistently. After watching, listening, and playing all over the world, Brett Morton ....

The No Nonsense Offline Roulette System , Samuel Blankson, May 1, 2007, Games, 52 pages. In this humorous but straight-talking work, readers will be introduced to a simple yet highly effective system that can be used in casinos to profit like a pro. The author ....

How to Win at Online Roulette , Samuel Blankson, Sep 1, 2006, Business & Economics, 80 pages. A guide on winning consistently at online roulette, this text describes an amazing system for gaining an advantage at online casinos. (Games/Gamebooks/Crosswords).
Get the Edge at Roulette How to Predict Where the Ball Will Land!, Christopher Pawlicki, 2001, Games, 229 pages. Pawlicki has applied his expertise in physics, mathematics and computer science towards discovering and developing the best physical methods of beating roulette. He shows how....


Craps for Low Rollers , Alan K. Long, Jan 1, 2009, Games, . This is a book about "how to win" at playing craps. In addition, it covers all of the basics of the game so you will have a working knowledge of the table layout and various....

How to Win at Roulette , Iwan Toowin, Jun 22, 2005, Games, 60 pages. "How to Win at Roulette" is about playing roulette and winning. It will not show you how to make a living as a professional gambler, but it will teach you how to win some money....

Cash and Derivatives Markets in Foreign Exchange , A. V. Rajwade, 2010, Cash transactions, 208 pages. Huge losses incurred in currency derivatives by several companies in the recent past have exposed lapses on the part of companies and banks in understanding and adapting to the....

40,000 Spins Cluster Progression Roulette, J R Freeman, Feb 23, 2007, , 208 pages.

Lmt for Urs Loss Management Techniques for the Ultimate Roulette System Range , Samuel Samuel, Jul 1, 2007, Games, 416 pages. LMT, or Loss Management Technique, is vital for all gamblers to apply in order to maximize their winnings and minimize their losses. Learning the techniques in this book can....

Roulette at Its Best , Floyd Grooms, 2006, Games, 104 pages. Pictorially described bet placements give gamblers advantage over casino. Grooms employed methods to overcome 5.26 percent built in advantage given to casino over gambler....

The book contains never before published roulette information: a revolutionary map of the American roulette wheel head called the Global Pie. The Global Pie Method is an innovative system for memorizing the numbers on the roulette wheel head, used to track ball movement without looking at the roulette wheel head. The roulette table layout reveals ingenious layout strategies using six-pack concepts, and the elusive formula that was used to determine the number sequence of the roulette wheel head.


First, the author divides the wheel into 6 sections ("global pie" chunks.) Then, he illustrates various patterns on the betting layout to help visually memorize where numbers and sections are on the wheel (not necessary because you can look at your own notes when you're at the roulette table.) Then, he reverse-engineers the numbers on the wheel to show various mathematical relationships between numbers in their arrangement on the wheel. If this is not useless information, then the author fails to convey what value there is to it (all I could keep thinking, as I read and re-read this part of the book, was... "SO WHAT??") Then, he presents another set of sections called "Global Stars", which are non-connected, symetrically opposed numbers on the wheel (rather than blocks of
numbers like the "pies.") Finally, he concludes that when a single Global Pie merges with a single Global Star, the exact number is predicted. Yes, obviously, if you can predict the right star in the right pie chunk, you get the right number, but he doesn't tell you how to DO that.

The jist of his methodology seems to be that by observing where the ball is landing (into which global pies and stars), one can predict where the ball will fall next, by tracking the "ball movement." The movement of the ball is analyzed by observing if the ball is doing a "hemi", a "bow-tie", or a "nuke", which refer to the ball landing in pie sections that are adjacent to each other, or opposite each other, or somewhere in between.

The author gives no examples of how a playing session might go. There are no example sets of spins, showing what you would bet on next and why, nor will you find any explanation of what exactly constitutes a trend, and how you should bet on it. If there is any value to this book, it will be up to the reader to extract it and work out his own system for utilizing the information presented.

This book teaches you to understand the make up of the American Roulette wheel. It gives very few guidelines as to how to predict the winning number. It is recommended for the curious researcher of mathematically based games, but I would say not for the serious player who wants to make money out of the roulette wheel.

This books explains the pie divisions well and shows you how to memorize the neighbouring numbers. However, you can't predict the numbers as the title suggests. I'm sticking with the Roulette Cash Cow system, it has worked out for me pretty well. And this without memorizing numbers, just my bet progressions.
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'The Roulette Formula,' by Kimo Li, is not an easy read. However, the concepts will blow your mind. In Christopher Pawlicki's book, 'Get the Edge at Roulette: How to Predict Where the Ball Will Land,' and Russell T. Barnhart's book, 'Beating the Wheel,' these authors talk about a man named William Nelson Darnborough. They describe Mr. Darnborough's ability to wheel watch and track numbers. They tease us about this wonder system. But they do not tell us how it works because it is too complex to explain. After years of rumors that such a system once existed, one man comes forward and offers the secret to the world, Kimo Li. 'The Roulette Formula: How to Predict the Exact Number,' by Kimo Li, is the Holy Grail of roulette. Kimo Li will show you how Mr. Darnborough beat the game of roulette without the so called secret partner whom supposedly gave him signals.

If you like solving puzzles, you will enjoy this book. Kimo Li has genuinely sovled the mystery behind the creation of the American roulette wheel. Using the Roulette Formula equals if not exceeds the impact that was generated from counting cards in blackjack. Perhaps it is the the greatest secret ever revealed in modern times. Everything Kimo Li claims is true. I have applied only one of many concepts and have been consistently winning at the tables. Kimo Li is truly a 'master' of roulette.

Includes ingenious layout strategies using six-pack concepts, elusive formulas for arranging the numbers on the wheel, secret formulas for predicting ... Show synopsis Includes ingenious layout strategies using six-pack concepts, elusive formulas for arranging the numbers on the wheel, secret
formulas for predicting the exact number, tracking ball movements. Hide synopsis


The minimum bet for inside numbers was 25.00. I bought in five hundred dollars, five dollar units. The numbers had been coming out red and this particular dealer had a consistent stroke. The previous number had been 18. So I decided to place six chips on number 21 as it was red and in the same section. It paid 1050.00.

On the next spin, I moved my six chips to number 19 before the dealer said, â€œno more bets,â€ still in the same section and a red number, another 1050.00. They changed dealers on me, thatâ€™s right, the single zero spinner. I moved my six chips to the single zero after he had spun the ball. Yep, the single zero came in, another 1050.00.

Was it luck? Was it coincidental? Was it skill? I believe it was a combination of all three. Have I repeated three in a row before this day, of course, after, as well? I tell you this story to commemorate the day Monte Carlo burned, a day roulette players around world can find justice in the idea that casinos in Las Vegas had taken a hit that day one by fire and another, three hits in a row.

Kimo's books definitely inspire new and creative thinking. That can be of great benefit for any type of problem solving including finding a solution for rng betting. I have had the pleasure of purchasing the two named above and both are prized possessions, each of these cost less than the price of a modest lunch! Kimo very generously posted the GPM text for free at vls forum for a period - that was some giveaway!

Quote from: Robeenuhut on August 26, 2012, 06:06:22 PMIn my opinion that's a method that gets lot of attention because of very complex rules so everybody assumes automatically that it has merit.Couldn't agree more!Some time ago I asked Kimo (on his forum) what is the rationale behind his method - some kind of dealer signature or what? I never got a reply, even though it seemed like a pretty straightforward question to me.He's selling several spreadsheets at $50 a pop, but there are no instructions as to how to use them.

Completely agree.. I didn't know how to use the matrix. Tried a lot of applications long time ago, totally fail. Didn't see any good of the groupings.Until Kattila gave an example, thanks to cristal2000. So glad don't have to buy the $50 spreadsheets for nothing I found Kattila's method is interesting with a little tweak, and intent to test it. I'll update whether the result is good or just another failure.

So, is Katilla now /compa? Or is Katilla just referring us to /compa's work?Again, not wanting to set off a polemic, but this is "warmed-over Gamlet" as far as I'm concerned. But Gamlet created sectors on the fly. They were never rigid. Maybe rigid is better.Certainly some beautiful figures!!Sam

Quote from: bossdarling on August 27, 2012, 10:30:44 AMWithout intention to promote any methods other than testing Kattila's idea, here are the subsequent results (next to previous 1000) of 10 cycle spins:Total spin: 380Profit: +2,148uAverage: +5.65u/spinBR: 648uStrike rate: 87/0Cheers,-bdDid you test it on actuals?
You're welcome Sam, and hi Kattila.. Thanks to all forum members for sharing ideas of any doable method. I learn a lot from all of you.RH, I'm doing test with my live spin database to study the risks. If it succeed in 2000 spins, I'll test on actuals. My subsequent 10 cycle spin test is not so good. Got busted 3x, though the cummulative is still positive, avg 1.38u/spin. Total spin: 763 (excl. previous 1000) Profit: 1,056u Average: +1.38u/spin BR 1,056 for each loss Strike rate: 160/3 Any idea to minimize risk? Is it a go or no go? During this test (see attchmt), 1 loss is in the last cycle, 2 losses in the 1st cycle. Is it relevant? For instance, waiting for 1 virtual win before play, or only seek 5 wins in a cycle, etc? The test is purely mechanical. Is there any pattern/trigger to avoid? Any advice would be highly appreciated. Cheers, bd
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